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BET MARKETS

40+
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About Us
Since 2005, our services have been used extensively in both online 
and mobile betting concerns, as well as retail shops all over the 
world. Throughout the years, IDOBET has grown to a large, very 
experienced team in the �eld of online betting. Today the company 
provides innovative systems that enable its worldwide clients to 
conduct their business toward success.
IDOBET has established itself as a leading provider of state-of-the 
art systems for the gaming and sports-betting industry. We invite 
you to join the fascinating world of IDOBET. 

Who we are.
Since 2005, we have been a leading provider of state-of-the 
art systems for the gaming and sports-betting industry. An 
ever growing company with a large, experienced and 
recognized team in the online betting �eld, we have 
extensively provided services both online and mobile 
betting concerns, as well as retail shops all over the world. 
We are one of the most-respected names in the online 
wagering community. 

Strategy

We Plan for Everything

Development

We Care About Growth

Execution

Bringing Games to Life
This our story

Gaming 
Technology
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Our Products. Our 
Products.

Quality, Success & Great Fun

Product Overview
What we develop

IDOBET is a technology provider of innovative, advanced 
systems for the gaming and sports betting industry. Our 
system is guaranteed to empower you with absolute 
control over your business using the cutting edge 
technology which continuously updated to keep up 
with your changing needs. 

Its easy implementation and concise one-day training 
means that you can quickly set up and run your business 
and operate shop betting, mobile betting, Sportbook, 
casino and virtual gaming, online betting, self-service 
kiosks and much, much more. 
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Sportsbook is one of the leading tools in online wagering for sporting events. 
With more features, more options, and more �exibility than the competition, it’s 
easy to see why IDOBET’s solution is one of the most sought-after online 
betting suites in the industry.

Understanding the Book of Sports

Sportsbook not only o�ers the most extensive selection of live events, 
it is also backed by a team of 850 professional gaming industry 
experts. No other system can give you the same advantages as 
Sportsbook, with the features you need to manage your betting 
business honestly, fairly and e�ciently in a user-friendly format.

With Sportsbook, you o�er your clients extensive possibilities in the 
sports arena. IDOBET’s system gives you the best sports-related 
options in the �eld, not only because it provides you with a wide 
array of sports events, but also because you get a state-of-the-art 
system that is easy to use and that gives you amazing options 
for operating your world of sports betting.

Providing Your Clients with the Best

IDOBET’s excellent support for betting shops gives 
you the �exibility and control you need to take full 
charge of your business operations. With great tools 
and options like risk management, in-depth reports, 

marketingmanagement, and complete control over 
all user accounts, managing your betting shop is a piece of 

cake.

Starting Your Betting Shop

Setting up a betting shop requires attention to the �ne details and 
absolute control over your entire operation. This is where the IDOBET 
system kicks in. First, allow us to ease your mind – implementing 
IDOBET is as easy and immediate as possible. Within just one day you 
are all set to operate your betting shop with no complications.

And rest assured – training is just as simple and innovative, because 
we have placed great emphasis on being absolutely user-friendly.

Sport BookBetting Shop
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Virtual Games
& Casino

Mobile Betting
With just a single sign-in, you can have access to all the 
best content in Virtual Gaming. Whatever your pleasure, 
be it Baccarat, Texas Hold-Em, Virtual Sports, Slots, or even 
top video games such as Tomb Raider - IDOBET has it all. 

We believe that with a wide variety and excellent  
innovative system, users can genuinely enjoy their 
gaming experience and will therefore invest more in their 
betting. To this end, the IDOBET team provides you with 
leading options for virtual gaming, including:
 Poker
 Skill Gamer
 Casino Games
 Virtual Sports
 
Betting games have never been as accessible as they are 

now, right from your desktop, betting shop, or even on 
your mobile. IDOBET’s system ensures that your clients 

are always just one click away from making their next 
bet while enjoying the process every little step of 

the way.

Mobile Betting: Wagering On the Go

Mobile Betting has grown exponentially in the last 
few years and today’s players can wager anywhere, 
anytime, 24/7. With IDOBET you are always available 
with attractive options, accessible platform, and full 
control.

Fact: People are making more purchases and doing more 
transactions on their iPhones, smart phones, tablets, and 
netbooks than they are on their home computers. 

Nowadays, if your business is not optimized for mobile, you’re in 
trouble, and gaming is no exception. Mobile Betting has grown 
exponentially in the last few years, due in part to the newer 

high-speed 4G and 5G networks and to increased processor 
speeds on the newer device models. 

In the past, mobile betting was simply impossible as it was 
impacted by latency, low-tech devices and impossible 

Internet connections. But with the latest technology 
players can now wager from almost anywhere, at any 

time, 24/7. 
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Self-Service
Betting

Telephone
Betting

The most important term for retailers is revenue 
and with the options available in IDOBET’s 
self-service betting terminal you can set up an 
e�ective and pro�table service for your 
customers. Perfectly suited to your store or to 
any other location you prefer, this self-service 
terminal features an intuitive interface, attractive 

design and great experience for the customer. 

Our Approach to Self-Service Terminals  

With hundreds of thousands betting markets, you too can o�er 
an unbeatable service that is easy to adapt to your business 

environment and ensures you have greater pro�ts and e�ective 
revenue results. Get ready for a multitude of advantages, with a 

wide range of betting options and sports events, customization 
and white label options, high functionality and intuitive 

software, and much, much more. 

IDOBET is dedicated to ensuring you get 
the most advanced, innovative and 
intuitive system in the �eld, even when 
your customers can’t always come to the 
shop or use the internet. As advanced as 
we are today, we cannot allow ourselves 
to neglect our customers, and telephone 

betting is one of those extra options that can 
guarantee you a truly 360°-service. 

Always there with the best service

With telephone betting, you are providing your customers with 
a truly one-on-one service. Trust is a key word here, because your 

client is not there to see how things are going; he is not online to 
feel the way things are moving - he is on the other end of the line and 

trusting your service completely. Telephone betting ensures that you 
won’t miss those important clients, even when they are in a problematic 

place with no internet or access to your business but the phone - and that 
happens more often than you might realize at �rst. 
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Running a betting terminal can increase your revenue 
thanks to its easy operation. That’s what guides IDOBET in 
designing the perfect system for betting terminals. With 
terminals, everything has to be mobile and user-friendly – the 
past is no longer seductive, and we know that there is a much 
more operative and revenue-oriented way to run your betting 
terminal. Just let us show you how! 

Traditional Terminals

In the traditional terminal operation, there was not much you could 
do but run the terminal itself, in a very clumsy and uncomfortable 

way. Not all terminals can feature the full extent of the bets that 
can be placed at betting shops; there was a limited operation 

time; you had to “download” the bets and funds from the 
terminal to the main server; and other complicated and 

legacy-related methods.

You back o�ce options are your management, and IDOBET ensures 
that your operation is completely in your control. Your business is the 
most important thing, and our top priority is making sure that you 
are always up-to-date, with the complete details and the most 
advanced control options.

Your business is the most important thing for us, and our priority is 
making sure that you are always up-to-date, with the complete 
details and the most advanced control options. For that reason, 
IDOBET provides you with a system that features some dedicated 
back o�ce management capabilities and is always updated with the 

most current features. 

Making Sure You’re Holding the Wheel
To ensure that you control your business to the fullest, IDOBET 

has equipped its platform with some advanced back o�ce 
management aspects, so that you can always overview, 

remotely control and analyze the operations of your 
terminals, telephone betting, mobile operations, betting 

shops and more. Our system ensures you with a 
superior level of customization, live data, and 

complete security and risk management solutions.

BackO�ce
Management

Terminal Betting
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Our Services.
Pro�esional is what we do

Services Overview
Smooth business operation requires professional services.

What We Do.
IDOBET continually provides you with the very latest in gaming 
tools to make your clients’ betting experience as pro�table as it can 
possibly be. We believe that with the right tools and winning 
features, you can easily gain and maintain control over your 
business operations, turnover and pro�ts. Our cutting-edge 
services are an optimal choice to assist you on your path to success.

Since 2005, we have been a leading provider of state-of-the art 
systems for the gaming and sports-betting industry. An ever 
growing company with a large, experienced and recognized team 
in the online betting �eld, we have extensively provided services 
both online and mobile betting concerns, as well as retail shops all 
over the world. We are one of the most-respected names in the 
online wagering community. 

Our 
Services
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One WalletRisk Management Each of your employees, stores and games has a dedicated wallet, 
managed with set limitations. Our automatic systems examine each 
action with real-time alerts and integral remote control by your admin. 

IDOBET gives you the most recently-updated and innovative solutions 
for managing your funds and your business. To provide you with 
absolute control over the monetary aspects, we have incorporated the 
OneWallet and Authorization tools.

OneWallet: Controlling Your Funds
OneWallet is a mobile banking system that enables you to transfer, 

send or withdraw money. With IDOBET, you can use OneWallet to 
fully oversee your employees with user limitations on funds. Each 

of your employees, stores and games has a dedicated wallet that 
is managed under set limitations. Our automatic systems 

cross-check each action, with real-time alerts and integral 
remote control by your administrator.

Your security is one of the most important aspects of the 
business. Our traders check up on high amounts in real-time and 
approve accordingly and your administrator has integral remote 
control over the system. 

Since 2006, IDOBET has o�ered the very latest in gaming tools to 
make you and your client’s wagering experience the best it can 
possibly be. In order to guarantee this, IDOBET is committed to 
providing you with a system that is as close as possible to being 
risk-free. 

Complete Security on Every Platform
IDOBET brings state-of-the-art tools to your business. Our risk 
management tools ensure you have complete security, 
whether it’s in a betting shop, at kiosks or terminals, or on 
a mobile device. Your clients can play their favorite 
casino and betting games from the privacy and 
security of their homes, or wherever they want.
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IDOBET’s unparalleled support service allows you the �exibility and 
control you need to take charge of your business. Our professional 
tech team is on hand at any critical moment to help keep your 
business running as e�ortlessly as possible with our system. 

At Your Service 24/7
Every great system requires great support, and IDOBET’s customer 
service team is always available to ensure that you are never left on 
hold or experiencing a problem with no reply. IDOBET provides 
certi�ed RNG systems with multilingual 24/7 technical support, 
including expert risk management assistance.

Regular Updates
Our trained technicians continually upgrade the system 

according to your feedback and are always just one click away. 
Looking for a speci�c feature? Noticed a particular bug? Please 

contact us or leave feedback with as many details as possible, 
and we will address your speci�c requirements to the best 

of our abilities. 

SupportHosting
IDOBET’s hosting service is geared to the system’s requirements in 
order to ensure fast, trouble-free operation and uptime. We provide 
complete support and 24/7 assistance for our hosting service so you 
can enjoy peace of mind about your operations. 

When it comes to hosting services, we believe the best means 
business. In other words, if you truly want to maximize pro�t, you 
need a seamlessly e�cient hosting service that can handle the data 
transfer, tra�c, and maintenance and provides top-notch support 
services to ensure that your operations are always up and running. 

System Requirements 

IDOBET’s hosting service is geared to the system’s requirements 
in order to ensure fast, smooth uptime and operation. We 
provide complete support and 24/7 assistance for our hosting 
service so you can enjoy peace of mind about your 
operations. With IDOBET hosting, your business is always 
operational, guaranteed that your system will always be 
performing at its best. 
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Controlling information is one of the strongest key-features of IDOBET. 
Full analyses and reports can be produced for your needs, including 
risk management, RTP, security data, high-quality tra�c, and more. 

IDOBET is a state-of-the-art company that provides innovative, cutting 
edge technological solutions for sports betting and the gaming 
industry. It is our belief that the modern world is constantly changing 
and therefore the IT solutions required are becoming more and more 
challenging with each passing day. 

And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. With IDOBET your operations are 
always innovative and fully functional, with totally awesome features 

that are dedicated to making sure your business runs smoothly. We 
believe that as you grow and succeed, so do we, and therefore we 

view our clients as our partners to success. 

IT Customization
& White Label

Contact Us
We’re an energetic, �exible, and open-minded 
team ready to work hard for our clients. We 
look forward to working with you. Please 
reach us using the below info

Info@idobet.com

+972 363 48129

www.idobet.com
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